Introduction
Concept of fuzzy which firstly introduced by Zadeh [25] leads to definition of the fuzzy number and its implementation in various problems for example fuzzy linear systems [1, 13, 15] , fuzzy differential equations [2, 9, 16] , fuzzy integral equations [4, 10, 14] and fuzzy integro-differential equations [17, 18, 22] . Integro-differential equations in fuzzy setting are a natural way to model uncertainty of dynamical systems. On the other hand, integro-differential equations in crisp sense has been studied by some numerical methods that can be found in [11, 23, 21, 26] for example. We study the solution of fuzzy integro-differential equations in parametric form by homotopy analysis method (HAM) [8, 19, 20] that is analytic approach to get series solutions of various types of linear and nonlinear equations. Recently Abbasbandy, et al. found the solution of Kawahara equation [5] , generalized Zakharov equation [3] , MHD Falkne-Skan flow [6] and nonlinear boundary value problems [7] .
The outline of paper is as follows: in Section 2 we present preliminaries and needed notations and fuzzy integro-differential equations. In Section 3 we introduce the homotopy analysis method applied for FIDEs and its convergency has been studied. Section 4 deals with the illustrative examples which shows the efficiency and power of applied technique for FIDEs. The conclusion is presented in Section 5.
Preliminaries and notations
Firstly we recall a definition and theorem that is necessary in the proof of HAM for FIDEs. Let (X, M, µ) be a measure space, we define L + as the space of all measurable functions from X to [0, 1].
Definition 2.1. [24] A sequence {f n } of real-valued functions is said to converge uniformly on X to a function f if for each ϵ > 0 there exist some n 0 (depending only upon ϵ) such that |f n (x) − f (x)| < ϵ for all n ≥ n 0 and all x ∈ X.
Then, we recall the basic notations of fuzzy number arithmetic and fuzzy linear system. Throughout this paper, R stands for the set of all real numbers and E presents the set of fuzzy numbers. Definition 2.2. [13, 15] A fuzzy number in parametric form is an ordered pair of functions (u(r), u(r)), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 which satisfy the following requirements:
u(r) is a bounded left continuous non-decreasing function over
[0, 1];
u(r) is a bounded left continuous non-increasing function over
Remark 2.1. [4] Let u(r) = (u(r), u(r)), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 be a fuzzy number, we take
, also a fuzzy number u ∈ E is said symmetric if u c (r) is independent of r for all 0 ≤ r ≤ 1. 
Remark 2.2. [4] Let
u(r) = (u(r), u(r)), v(r) = (v(r), v(r)) and also k, s are arbitrary real numbers. If w = ku + sv then w c (r) = ku c (r) + sv c (r), w d (r) = |k|u d (r) + |s|v d (r).|u(r) − v(r)| ≤ |u c (r) − v c (r)| + |u d (r) − v d (r)|, |u(r) − v(r)| ≤ |u c (r) − v c (r)| + |u d (r) − v d (r)|, hence for all r ∈ [0, 1] max{|u(r) − v(r)|, |u(r) − v(r)|} ≤ |u c (r) − v c (r)| + |u d (r) − v d (r)| and then D(u, v) ≤ sup 0≤r≤1 {|u c (r) − v c (r)| + |u d (r) − v d (r)|}. Therefore if |u c (r) − v c (r)| and |u d (r) − v d (r)| tends to zero then D(u, v) tends to zero. Definition 2.4. [4] Let f : [a, b] → E, for each partition P = {t 0 , . . . , t n } of [a, b] and for arbitrary ξ i ∈ [t i−1 , t i ], 1 ≤ i ≤ n suppose R P = n ∑ i=1 f (ξ i )(t i − t i−1 ), ∆ := max{|t i − t i−1 |, i = 1, . . . , n}. The definite integral of f (t) over [a, b] is ∫ b a f (t)dt = lim ∆→0 R P ,
provided that this limit exists in the metric D.
If the fuzzy function f (t) is continuous in the metric D, its definite integral exists [14] . Also
Definition 2.5. [14] Let f : R → E be a fuzzy function (where E is a subset of a Banach space) and let t 0 ∈ R. The derivative f ′ (t 0 ) of f at the point to is defined by
provided that this limit taken with respect to the metric D, exists and h > 0 be sufficiently small parameter .
, where f ′ and f ′ are the classic derivatives of f and f , respectively. Obviously [f (t 0 + h) − f (t 0 )]/h is not a fuzzy number for all h, but if it approaches f ′ (t 0 ) (in B) and f ′ (t 0 ) is a fuzzy number (i.e., in E), this number is the fuzzy derivative of f (t) at t 0 , also if f ′ (t 0 ) = (f ′ (t 0 ), f ′ (t 0 )) be a fuzzy number, then we call f ′ (t 0 ) as the weak fuzzy derivative, otherwise the problem has no any fuzzy solution in this sense.
Fuzzy integro-differential equation
In this section we consider the integro-differential equation
with initial condition u 0 (0) = α 0 , in the fuzzy case, i.e. u and g be fuzzy functions and the sign of k(s, t) doesn't change in [0, T ]. Let
u(t, r) = (u(t, r), u(t, r)) g(t, r) = (g(t, r), g(t, r)),
and
where all derivatives are with respect to t, be fuzzy functions. Therefore, we have the related fuzzy integro-differential equation of (2.2) with initial conditions u(0, r) = (α 0 (r), α 1 (r)). Similar to Remark 2.1, let
then the fuzzy version of (2.2) can be written as
Homotopy analysis method (HAM)
In this section, we shall describe the solution approaches based on HAM for fuzzy integrodifferential equations. For this, we consider the first equation of (2.4) namely we apply HAM for finding u c (t, r), and second equation approach is similar to the first one.
with initial condition u c (0, r). We first construct the zero-order deformation equation
subject to the initial condition
where q ∈ [0, 1] is the embedding parameter and ̸ = 0 is an auxiliary parameter and 9) with the property
where C is integral constant. Also from (3.6), we can define
When parameter of q increases from 0 to 1, then homotopy solution ϕ(t, r; q) varies from u c 0 (t, r) to solution u c (t, r) of the original equation (3.6). Using the parameter q, ϕ(t, r; q) can be expanded in Taylor series as follows
Assuming that auxiliary parameter is properly selected so that the above series is convergent when q = 1, then the solution u c (t, r) can be given by where On the other hand from (3.9), since £ is a linear operator thus
Convergency of HAM for FIDE
then from (3.10), (3.16) and (3.17) we can write 
Therefore u c (t, r) is the exact solution of FIDE and proof is completed. 2
The procedure of proof for u d (t, r) is also similar to stated one with different that k(s, t) should be |k(s, t)|.
Illustrative examples

Example 1
Let us consider the fuzzy integro-differential
where
and with initial conditions u(0, r) = 0, u(0, r) = 8.
Exact solution of this fuzzy integro-differential equation is given by u(t, r) = (rt, 8 − rt).
From (2.3), we have
and exact solution of related crisp equations are as follows therefore, we recursively obtain
Accordingly, approximate solution obtained by HAM is as follows
and Fig. 1 shows the -mesh of 
Example 2
Let us consider the fuzzy integro-differential Exact solution of this fuzzy integro-differential equation is given by u(t, r) = (rt, 12 − 5rt).
From (2.3), we have
and exact solution of related crisp equations are as follows Now, using m th -order deformation equation (3.13) and initial conditions (3.14), we recursively obtain some of the first HAM approximate sentences are given as follows
rt(9180(8 + 5t) + 60 (48 + 63t + 10t 2 )
To clarify the precision of HAM for FIDE firstly we find the suitable values for by Fig. 7 and its level curves shown in Fig. 8 
Conclusions
In this paper homotopy analysis method has been implemented to derive exact and approximate analytical solutions for fuzzy integro-differential equations. Obtained results
show that we can control the convergence region of HAM series solution by the auxiliary parameter . Convergence theorem and given illustrative examples shows the efficiency and accuracy of the HAM. 
